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Eff ec� ve Research Data Management (RDM) is a key component of research 
integrity and reproducible research, and its importance is increasingly emphasised 
by funding bodies, governments, and research ins� tu� ons around the world. 
However, many researchers  are unfamiliar with RDM best prac� ces, and research 
support staff  are faced with the diffi  cult task of delivering support to researchers 
across diff erent disciplines and career stages. What strategies can ins� tu� ons use 
to solve these problems?  

Engaging Researchers with Data Management is an invaluable collec� on of 24 
case studies, drawn from ins� tu� ons across the globe, that demonstrate clearly 
and prac� cally how to engage the research community with RDM. These case 
studies together illustrate the variety of innova� ve strategies research ins� tu� ons 
have developed to engage with their researchers about managing research data. 
Each study is presented concisely and clearly, highligh� ng the essen� al ingredients 
that led to its success and challenges encountered along the way. By interviewing 
key staff  about their experiences and the organisa� onal context, the authors of 
this book have created an essen� al resource for organisa� ons looking to increase 
engagement with their research communi� es.

This handbook is a collabora� on by research ins� tu� ons, for research ins� tu� ons. It 
aims not only to inspire and engage, but also to help drive cultural change towards 
be� er data management. It has been wri� en for anyone interested in RDM, or 
simply, good research prac� ce. 

As with all Open Book publica� ons, this en� re book is available to read for free on 
the publisher’s website. Printed and digital edi� ons, together with supplementary 
digital material, can also be found at  www.openbookpublishers.com
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2.3. Timing Is Everything When It Comes 
to Engaging with Researchers at the 

University of Technology Sydney
Author: Iza Witkowska

Contributors: Wendy Liu, Duncan Loxton, 
Elizabeth Stokes, Sharyn Wise

At the University of Sydney, support staff provide grant recipients with ‘stub’ 
DMPs and interviews at the right time to maximize researcher engagement. 
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At the University of Technology Sydney, the eResearch Unit5 in the 
Central IT (Information Technology) Division and the Library’s 
Research Data Team6 collaboratively approach recipients of major 
research grants and offer them a 45-minute interview to provide data 
management support and create a data management plan (DMP). The 
aim of this activity is to help grant recipients to comply with the data 
management plan policy from Australia’s major research funders and 
to simultaneously engage them with discussions about research data. 

Many Research Data Management (RDM) support services within 
universities and research institutions do this, so what makes the work 
by the team from the University of Technology Sydney so successful 
and noteworthy? Well, it’s all in the details.

First, they come to researchers with a ‘stub’ DMP: a pre-filled DMP 
based on the abstract of the funded grant application. This advance work 
helps to make things run more smoothly and means they can structure 
the interview around whether the draft plan accurately characterises the 
researchers’ data management activities and requirements. And why 
does this approach work? Well, as the saying goes ‘you catch more flies 
with honey than with vinegar’. The stub DMP is the ‘honey’ because it 
takes researchers one step closer to meeting funders’ requirements. The 
expected outcome of the interview is not to have a completed DMP, but 
to have started a conversation about data management.

Second, persistence. It’s not always easy to get the lead investigator 
to respond to the first contact, but our colleagues from Sydney don’t 
give up. They repeatedly attempt to schedule an interview, and will 
approach more junior researchers on the project, especially those 
responsible for data curation/custodianship, if the lead investigator 
remains unavailable. 

Third, their timing is right. These interviews target research teams at 
the right point in the project cycle to make data management decisions. 
They also provide an immediate connection to eResearch support if 
complex software or computational infrastructure is required. 

5  eResearch Unit, https://eresearch.uts.edu.au/ 
6  Library’s Research Data Team, https://www.lib.uts.edu.au/research/research-data- 

management 
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 482. Finding Triggers for Engagement

There are benefits on both sides. Researchers engage with research 
data, and gain awareness of RDM infrastructure and the support 
available at the university before they need it. The provision of 
appropriate data storage solutions, software or other infrastructure for 
their research projects is guaranteed. Policy compliance becomes less 
of a hurdle, and the increase in collaboration between service units 
within the university helps to break down institutional silos. Librarians 
can demystify research data management practices for researchers in 
a friendly way, while gaining a deeper understanding of specific data 
management requirements. 

The good news is that any organisation able to provide a DMP 
tool (in this case, Stash,7 a home-grown service integrated into the 
research management system) and build communication between 
IT infrastructure and Library/RDM services, can implement a similar 
initiative. Good communication channels and the ability to provide a 
swift follow-up are also essential. In order to achieve this, it’s helpful 
to have a coordinator in place, especially someone familiar with the 
available IT infrastructure.

To take this service to the next level, this activity can be linked to 
broader institutional campaigns surrounding academic integrity, 
raising its profile within the university. Other options are to strengthen 
collaboration with other research support offices and collect evidence 
that DMPs improve data management practices, for example, by 
conducting user satisfaction surveys. To secure the project in the longer 
term, it is also important to document and communicate its success to 
senior administration. 

7  Stash, research data management tool, https://www.lib.uts.edu.au/research/
research-data-management/research-data-management-plan-rdmp
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